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Fallowfield Loop Research Proposal - DRAFT  

 

Introduction 

This proposal makes the case for an action research project specifically focused on south 

Manchester’s Fallowfield Loop bike path (owned and managed by Sustrans) and its links to adjacent 

cycle routes and the road network. The research would discover ways to increase use by cyclists and 

would seek to enact and test out these ideas rather than simply making recommendations. The Loop 

is an underused piece of cycling infrastructure in a city with increasing peak time traffic congestion 

and consequent air pollution problems. The strategy of the research would be to use a creative 

public engagement strategy to support citizens in originating their own proposals for infrastructural 

changes, thereby integrating essential cultural change with material interventions. Research would 

identify and follow up potential funding sources for such interventions. 

In this quiet green lane, Manchester has an incredibly valuable resource, with underdeveloped 

potential to be mined for increased benefits to public health, reduced carbon emissions and lower 

levels of traffic congestion. Increased use of the Loop would also make it a much safer place to be 

for all users and reduce levels of anti-social behaviour on the route.  

Aims 

• To increase cycling on and around the Fallowfield Loop through an emergent process of 

public participation with landscape. 

• To facilitate evolving cultural and infrastructural changes that sustain continuing increases in 

cycling on and beyond the Fallowfield Loop. 

What is emergent participation? 

A bottom-up public engagement process which prioritises flexibility, ongoing sustainability and 

responsiveness of actions.  Agendas are set and continually evolved by participants, whose local 

knowledge informs decisions and creates design solutions. These actions create positive feedback 

loops, whereby the results of the research have burgeoning impacts beyond the direct influence of 

researchers. 

Target Outcomes 

12 months:  increase peak-time Loop cycle journeys by half (from May 2018 baseline) 

24 months: double peak-time Loop cycle journeys (from May 2018 baseline)  

36 months: treble peak-time Loop cycle journeys (from May 2018 baseline) 

The Research Gap 

Some northern European cities with comparable climate and topography have very well embedded 

cycling cultures. Denmark and the Netherlands are well known for the great numbers of commuting 

and leisure cyclists in their cities. As their climate is not dissimilar to ours, they can be seen as a 
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model to which Manchester can aspire. Climate, however, is just one of many factors, material and 

cultural, which influence uptake of cycling. 

The research gap in this case, therefore, lies firstly in the specific and unique territory of the Loop 

and its relationship with the urban fabric and people of Manchester.  No academic studies relating to 

increasing cycling on this path have so far been undertaken, and it has the capacity to accommodate 

many more journeys (see Figure 1). Secondly, the research is a timely answer to a very clear need, as 

identified in the Bike Life report (Transport for Greater Manchester and Sustrans, 2015), to capitalise 

on numbers of potential cyclists who might already wish to cycle regularly but who are prevented 

from doing so by cultural, personal safety, and other factors.  

It is the premise of this research that desired changes in travel habits can be achieved through a 

process of emergent citizen participation in which ideas are truly originated from and developed by 

engaged citizens. The third aspect of the research gap, then, is in the mobilization of a number of 

empowered and enabled members of the public in designing a process of cultural and material 

change. It is the aspiration of this project that this level of engagement should foster and sustain 

increased cycle journeys beyond the lifespan and the spatial limits of the project. The proposed lead 

researcher is herself an engaged inhabitant of Manchester and regular Loop user. Her role would be 

to contribute ideas and use professional judgement as a researcher and landscape architect to guide 

the process towards its desired outcomes. The proposal builds upon work in public engagement with 

transport infrastructure undertaken for her doctoral thesis (submission April 2018). 

 

Figure 1. a typical scene on the Loop, Whalley Range, summer 2016 

Baseline Conditions 

Manchester 

There is no doubt that pressure of traffic on Manchester’s roads will continue to increase over the 

next few years as the city grows and prospers: Manchester has a significantly increased population 

since the 2011 census (Manchester City Council, June 2016). According to research by Transport for 

Greater Manchester (TfGM) and Sustrans, 77% of people in the city support increasing the safety of 

cycling, and the cost saving to our local health services reaped by the current numbers of cyclists is 

£108 million every year (Bike Life Greater Manchester, 2015). As political power is devolved to city 
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level, it will be time for Manchester to take up opportunities for improved public participation in 

cycling, which will make significant cost savings and provide undeniable health benefits. 

The Bike Life report shows that 21% of people are only occasional cyclists and a further 27% do not 

ride a bike but would like to (TFGM & Sustrans, 2015). Here, then, is a very significant potential 

audience for this research: 48% of Manchester residents who might be encouraged to, for example, 

commute daily or regularly take their kids to school by bike. The opportunity for contributing to 

Manchester a Certain Future’s (MACF) aim for 10% of journeys in Manchester to be by bike by 2025 

(MACF, 2015) is clear. Whilst the ‘Vélocity 2025’ project aims to distribute the benefits of a relatively 

small (in infrastructure terms) funding pot across the whole city, this research proposal is about 

targeting a very specific location in order to find out how to achieve the paradigm shift which, 

according to the current MACF annual report, is so urgently needed.  

Air Pollution and Health 

Air pollution in our cities is a cause of significant concern, making headlines in recent weeks 

following a warning from the European Environment Agency that it causes around 467,000 

premature deaths in Europe every year. This finding is endorsed by the World Health Organization, 

which states that around 85% of city dwellers are exposed to harmful levels of fine particulate 

matter. The most significant source of this pollution is emissions from cars, and in particular diesel 

engines. Greater Manchester currently has a draft Low-Emission Strategy and Air Quality Action Plan 

which states that the city will not conform to EU legal limits for airborne pollutants until 2020 (TfGM, 

2016). This draft plan acknowledges cycling as “representing a major component of the overall 

programme to promote a modal shift away from private cars.”(TfGM, 2016: 77). 

The Fallowfield Loop - History and Culture 

 

Figure 2. The Fallowfield Loop shown in green. Manchester City Council map 
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The Fallowfield Loop was originally a part of the Manchester Central Station Railway, linking Trafford 

Park to Smithfield Market. It opened in 1892 and closed in 1988. It is now a 10km pedestrian path, 

bike route and bridleway . The Friends of the Fallowfield Loop (FotFL) website describes how it 

became a cycle way; “a group of cyclists started campaigning for its conversion to a traffic-free 

‘greenway’ across south Manchester” (www.fallowfieldloop.org/about). The initial group’s founding 

members came together to form FotFL in June 2001, and they now have around 140 members with 

many links to other community organisations. 

FotFL has a number of stated aims for the Loop, including: 

• to encourage its use by as many people as possible 

• to promote the development of routes that link to it 

• to promote and support its use by a variety of groups and individuals 

(www.fallowfieldloop.org, 10.10.16) 

The Friends bring together people with diverse interests who wish to conserve particular attributes 

of the route, for example its value as a wildlife corridor (see Figure 3) and site of many wild plant 

species. It cannot be assumed that these specialist interest groups would necessarily be in favour of 

any changes to the Loop. David Beetham (honorary secretary of FotFL at the time of interview, 

17.10.16) notes that there are “different constituencies of the Loop”. He is of the opinion that 

lighting the route, for example, would be unpopular with the group’s ‘wildlife champions’ and that 

any changes on the ground would prove controversial due to disturbance of plant communities. The 

proposed research project would need to listen to such views and propose sensitive interventions in 

the fabric of the place. A local expert in native flora (Mr Dave Bishop) takes guided walks along the 

Loop, cataloguing plant discoveries. This data would be very valuable when undertaking a full 

assessment of particular locations along the route for the purposes of the proposed research. 

 

Figure 3. the Loop as wildlife corridor, next to Platt Brook in Whalley Range 

In 2006 FotFL produced a map of the route in cooperation with Chris Perkins of the Community 

Mapping Project at Manchester University. They are currently working together on an improved 

version which will include information about accessibility at different entrance and exit points (or 
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‘nodes’). David Beetham has produced a survey of all the nodes (October 2016) which reports that 

only 15 of the 27 might be suitable for non-standard bikes such as those with child trailers. These are 

also very unlikely to be suitable for wheelchair access, due to gradient and other issues, but further 

research would be required to ascertain the extent of the problem. 

Freedom of access for wheelchair users and for non-standard bike users is an important and current 

issue for FotFL. Over the summer of 2016 Sustrans experimented with opening up the metal barriers 

which are designed to prevent progress by motor vehicles at intervals along the Loop. FotFL 

monitored the effects of this move and gathered the opinions of 349 users. In a report to Sustrans 

(forthcoming) they find that “the open barrier policy should be continued indefinitely” as it has had 

overwhelming support from respondents who now find the route easier to use. Significant 

comments from email respondents to the survey are selectively reproduced, and include the 

following; 

“after buying a child trailer...if the barriers remain up I will be able to use the route at least twice a 

week, this is saving at least two car journeys.” 

“cycling along this route is my medicine. It may be in a city but I love it, the freedom, the bird song, 

cycling.” 

The same report refers to the recent “spate of bike muggings” (see Manchester Evening news 5.7.16 

and 11.7.16) with one person noting that removal of barriers made the Loop safer to use at night 

due to not having to stop to dismount, and another commenting that they were “more vulnerable to 

harassment” when stopping at a barrier. Such evidence clearly points to serious problems with 

personal safety on the Loop, which it would be irresponsible to continue to ignore (see Figure 4). It is 

quite apparent to regular users of the route that although such attacks are very serious and are 

reported upon by the local newspapers, attacks are not widely drawn to the attention of users lest 

the information discourages people from using the path. 

 

Figure 4. Typical road bridge over Loop - all are unlit, as is the entire route 
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The FotFL report also acknowledges that the overall speed of some 

cyclists can be so fast that it inconveniences other users, and 

suggests that the use of chicanes might improve matters. This 

proposal, however, suggests that simply increasing numbers of 

cyclists on the path would have the required result, slowing riders 

down through sheer weight of numbers. David Beetham and the 

Sustrans volunteer group also express a personal concern that all 

users of the path respect each other and share the route effectively. 

Currently, some very small signs attempt to represent the shared 

nature of the route, a circumstance that would be easy to improve.  

 

The McCann Report 

Frances McCann is a long-standing member of FotFL and incoming Honorary Secretary, interviewed 

for this research on the first of December 2016. In 2003, in the course of her MA studies, she 

researched and wrote a report entitled The Fallowfield Loop, a Report on the Conversion of a Disused 

Railway Line to an Urban Cycling and Leisure Amenity Cycleway. This document covers the period 

from 1995 when the land was allocated as a major recreational route in the City Council’s Unitary 

Development Plan, to 2003 when the route was technically complete.  It is informative about the 

context of the inception of the Loop and about its perceived benefits, challenges and weaknesses at 

the time. It gives some insight in to the circumstances of funding being made available, for example 

identifying the city’s hosting of the Commonwealth Games in 2002 as a ‘point of leverage’ in getting 

the Loop developed. The report was intended as a summary of baseline conditions at the start of the 

life of the route. 

McCann lists benefits of using the Loop which are very much in line with what any observer or user 

of the route would identify today (see interviews, appendix B, for current examples). These are; 

• an off-road cycling experience 

• Rural experience close to home 

• Quick route/reduced travel times 

• Physical health benefits 

• Psychological health benefits 

(McCann, 2003: 3) 

She also records ‘anti-Loop’ sentiment amongst community groups along the route, describes 

“anger...that they were not included in any consultations about the development” (McCann, 2003: 

17) and references concerns from people whose properties had been vandalised because the rear of 

properties became openly accessible. The lack of initial consultation may possibly have contributed 

to persisting under-use of the route, but other problems identified by McCann in 2003 undoubtedly 

continue to the present. These include “Out-of-sight situation for criminal and anti-social 

activities...fly tipping...isolated situation, users may be robbed or assaulted...” (McCann, 2003: 9).  
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Figure 5. vandalism on the Loop – evidence of anti-social behaviour 

The report observes that reduced numbers of users contribute to ‘feedback loops’ of decreasing use 

because the route is perceived as unsafe. On the other hand, increased use leads to “greater public 

ownership of the project and a greater impetus for maintenance, funding and development.” 

(McCann, 2003: 19). The point remains highly relevant today. Some opportunities listed in the report 

are being missed, for example ‘safe routes to school’. Initial observations undertaken by this 

researcher in good daylight suggest that very small numbers of school children cycle or walk the 

route (see head count data, appendix A). That the route continues unlit and unsafe for children is a 

pressing concern. Anecdotal evidence and observation suggests that women also feel that the route 

is unsafe after dark, see for example interview with Woman B (appendix B). 

McCann concludes that “participatory decision making has been minimal” (McCann, 2003: 1) in the 

development of plans for the Loop, but does emphasise the important role of FotFL “In keeping 

everyone talking” (McCann, 2003: 10). It is important to note that FotFL is an entirely voluntary 

organisation and though their role remains very important it is not reasonable to expect them to 

find the resources to address all of the concerns that exist. They would be key partners in the 

proposed research. 

Sustrans volunteers 

Some members of FotFL are also Sustrans volunteers. The Sustrans regular volunteer work days are 

on the first and third Thursday of each month, when maintenance work to vegetation, litter picking, 

planting and so on take place.  Passers-by show an interest in these activities and volunteers are very 

forthcoming in discussing issues that arise from members of the public. In November this year the 

Lord Mayor of Manchester and his Consort were hosted by the volunteers and took a tandem ride 

along the Floop for photographers, to publicise the opening of the barriers along the route. These 

activities constitute good public relations for FotFL and Sustrans as they demonstrate a highly visible 

willingness to work and contribute to the facility for the good of all users. It is, however, difficult for 

volunteer day activities to regularly reach out to non-users, beyond the realms of the sunken path 

itself.  
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Recent Cultural Events 

 

Figure 6. Cycle the Solar System. Photograph by Ian Barker, Sustrans volunteer 

The Loop has excellent potential as cultural venue. In the last twelve months a small number of 

successful events have taken place, using the Loop as an ideal setting and also facilitated by Sustrans 

volunteers. These include: 

• July performance of Romeo and Juliet by Handlebards theatre troupe, with all actors on 

bikes. 

• Cycle the Solar System, a guided ride with artist Nick Sayers and astronomer Megan Argo 

exploring the solar system at a scale of one to a billion (part of the Manchester Science 

Festival, see Figure 6) 

• Wassailing at dusk on twelfth night 

An annual community arts and sciences festival, for example, could significantly raise the profile of 

the Loop and encourage community members to see it as their own territory. 

Use by Cyclists – Head Count 

 

Figure 7. St Werburgh's Road - western end of the Loop 

http://behance.net/nicksayers
http://drmeganargo.net/
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I took the trial head-count of cyclists on 12th October 2016, at the same time recording use by 

runners  and pedestrians with and without dogs. The weather was dry, sunny, still and warm for the 

time of year. I chose to count between 8 am and 9 am on a week day (Wednesday) as I thought from 

personal experience of using the Loop that this might be the busiest period of the day. For personal 

safety reasons, I took a position at the busy St Werburgh’s Road entrance, at the western end of the 

Loop (see Figure 7). The results of the head count (see appendix A) lead to some initial observations, 

which would be supported or otherwise by further research. These are; 

1. Women account for surprisingly small minority of cyclists, at only 20% of total cycle journeys 

for the duration of the count. They could be a significant target audience for the proposed 

research. 

2. Schoolchildren account for a tiny proportion of cycle journeys on this day, at just 3.7%. It is 

worth discovering why this is and considering targeting research at this group also. 

3. The overall number of cycle journeys, at 107 in an hour, is low compared to the potential 

capacity of the route in its existing condition, and taking in to account the perfect weather 

conditions for cycling that morning. 

It is also worth noting that use by runners and dog walkers is low at this time of day, suggesting that 

increased use by cyclists at this time would not cause significant problems for these non-cycling user 

groups. There were, however, 42 pedestrians in this time period, almost all of whom were using the 

Loop to access the adjacent tram stop. Their needs would have to be considered if the Loop began to 

attract significantly increased numbers of cyclists.  

 

Figure 8. Wild strawberries on the Fallowfield Loop 

Policy Context 

Greater Manchester has a target of 48% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions by 2050 (GMCS, 

2014: 4). The Manchester Climate Change Strategy 2016-50, co-authored by MACF and the 

Manchester Climate Change Agency, aspires to ‘design out’ carbon in order to put the city on track 

to being zero carbon by 2050. All of the five aims for Manchester in 2050 that are identified by this 

report can be directly benefitted by the research here proposed; in particular with regard to healthy 

communities, CO2 reduction and low carbon culture change. This research would be in line with the 

MACF action plan for 2016-20 in that it would aim to ensure “effective and enthusiastic ownership of 

actions” (MACF 2015: 67). It is also has the potential to link with green infrastructure (GI) priorities, 
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given the Loop’s status as super-diverse wildlife corridor and MACF’s 2015/16 aim to work with local 

universities on the benefits of GI. 

This research would complement and support the aims of the Greater Manchester Cycle Strategy 

(GMCS), which was adopted in July 2014, and which itself sits in the context of Department for 

Transport policies, the Get Britain Cycling report (2013) and draft Cycling Delivery Plan (2014). The 

GMCS was informed by the successful Velocity 2025 bid of 2013, the target of which was to double 

and double again the proportion of trips made by bicycle in the city by 2025. Velocity 2025 outlines a 

plan for a ‘hub and spokes’ approach to designing a network of dedicated cycle routes, segregated 

from traffic where possible. This network does not relate to the Loop. The outcomes of the strategy 

are monitored by The Greater Manchester Bicycle Account, developed in partnership with Sustrans. 

In line with the GMCS, this research would aim to reach out to schools and colleges along the Loop, 

and to improve route connectivity, security and signage at and around interchanges. The GMCS 

states that the city “is aiming for a real cultural shift in cycling across the region through...A co-

ordinated approach with partners” (: 4). This proposal aims to co-ordinate Sustrans and TfGM with 

both communities of Loop-users and potential cyclists in south Manchester. 

This proposal would also take in to account the recent Greater Manchester Cycling Design Guidance, 

which sets out the need to make cycle routes more safe, coherent, attractive, comfortable and 

direct; pointing out the need to serve key desire lines without significant detour or delay.  

None of the above policies is specific to the Fallowfield Loop or refers to it in any way. This proposal 

is different in that it offers a thorough investigation of methods to achieve targets for a very 

particular geographical location, and would offer findings applicable to comparable discrete 

locations elsewhere in the UK. 

Staffing and Resources 

This proposal is based on a project requiring three years of action research by one full-time 

researcher, in collaboration with volunteer and community groups. There is potential for the project 

to grow considerably as it emerges, however, and a larger research team could potentially be 

accommodated. It would ideally be hosted by one of the city’s universities, where full academic 

support networks and research materials are readily available. If this were not possible, it may be 

appropriate for Sustrans, TfGM or another organisation to host the researcher. These considerations 

may be decided by the source of the project funding. The timescale of the project could also be 

extended to apply emerging findings to other locations in the city, or further embed the work done 

on the Loop. For projected timeline see Appendix C. 

Potential Funding 

This proposal has been written well in advance of the suggested start date of May 2018, in order to 

allow for sufficient time for preparatory work to be done and funding to be secured. 

Some potential sources of funding are The Bike Hub Levy, the Local Sustainable Transport Fund and 

Sustrans’ Community Links Programme. As the proposed research is cross-disciplinary in nature, the 

Economic and Social Research Council, the Arts and Humanities Research Council and the 

Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council might all be approached. The Velocity 2025 

report states that small grants will be made available to encourage cycling through community 
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engagement. Both the British Academy and the Leverhulme Trust fund limited numbers of post-

doctoral fellowships for early career researchers, which must be hosted by a university. These are 

subject to annual calls for applications. Existing links between MMU and TfGM could prove useful, in 

that a Knowledge Transfer Partnership may be a possibility. 

 

Pilot Study  

A modest pilot study involving Whalley Range High School is proposed. This is an all-girls 11-18 

school with 1,500 pupils, and is a Sports Leadership Academy. The selection of this research partner 

is based primarily on physical proximity to the Loop. A focus on school-age girls, however, also 

addresses the promotion of cycling to a demographic where the potential for increased use is very 

significant. This is not one of the 11 schools in receipt of funding from TfGM via the partner cycle 

schools programme. 

The school lies adjacent to the Loop, on the corner of Princess Road and Wilbraham Road (see Figure 

9), which during peak times at the start and end of the school day are particularly busy and 

dangerous for cyclists. Both roads have painted-on cycle lanes which provide no protection from 

traffic and are often used by stopping cars, particularly at school drop-off and pick-up times. The 

school has no direct access to the Loop. Platt Brook runs between the fenced school grounds and the 

cycle track.  

 

Figure 9 - Fallowfield Loop highlighted in pink 

A design competition is proposed. It would be open to all pupils, and used to elicit ideas for 

constructing a direct traffic-free (gated) cycle access from the school buildings to the Loop. Such a 

competition would have two key aims; firstly to originate infrastructure proposals from potential 

users themselves, and secondly to raise awareness and therefore usage of the Loop with staff, 

students and parents. At the same time, an initiative would be started to coordinate groups of pupils 
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joining together to ride to school on the Loop as part of a cycling buddy scheme. Groups of 4 or 5 

girls meeting up to cycle together would be an appropriate measure to increase their personal safety 

whilst on the route. 

The first priority is to establish a working relationship between a member of staff at the school and 

the researcher. Initial discussions with Mr Huw John, school Science, Technology, Engineering and 

Maths Coordinator, have been positive and as a result the competition is planned to coincide with 

International Women’s Day, 2017.The competition and cycling buddy scheme would be launched in 

the school by the researcher. Head counts of cyclists from the school would be taken before and 

after the pilot. It would be made clear that this is an ‘ideas competition’ and no promises could be 

made about eventual construction of the link, though design ideas might have the potential to form 

part of a future funding bid. 

It is important to re-iterate that the Loop is entirely unlit. The school day finishes at 3pm, so it is 

difficult for pupils to get home in the light during winter, even on clear days. This initiative would 

best take place in early spring, in anticipation of lighter evenings. It is highly inadvisable for children 

to ride in the dark on the Loop, and most adults would avoid doing so. This serves to highlight a key 

problem with the route as it stands, and lighting would be likely to be a high priority for material 

improvements. 

Funds for the pilot would be sought (not from the school). Estimations are as follows; 

 breakdown  subtotals 

Publicity/printing 

costs  

Design brief and entry form (full colour)  

Further worksheets for taught design seminars 

Letters to parents – initial information 

£150 

£100 

£100 

 

 

£350 

Materials for design 

workshops with 

pupils  

Large format printing of maps (A0) 

A0 tracing paper 

Pens and pencils, tape, sundries 

£50 

£100 

£50 

 

 

£200 

Researcher costs Contact time with pupils, meetings with staff 

Four half-days (estimate) 

 

4 x £100 

 

£400 

Online co-ordination 

of ‘buddy’ groups 

Resourced via existing systems, potentially with 

costs absorbed by school or using social media 

 

0 

 

0 

Prizes  Three prizes for different age categories 

(vouchers for art materials?) 

 

3 x £50 

 

£150 

Exhibition  Reprographics and mounting costs for 15-20 

approx. highly commended entries 

 

£50 

 

£50 

 total pilot project cost £1150 

 

Conclusions 

I propose that the single biggest issue dissuading people from cycling regularly to work and school is 

road safety, a view supported by the Bike Life report and by the TfGM 2040 Transport Strategy, 

which states that in 2014, for example, 569 cyclists were recorded as injured on the roads of Greater 

Manchester. The Floop offers a refuge from traffic for as much of each journey as can be spent on its 

length, but good quality and safe connectivity to the rest of the city does not exist. On leaving the 

Floop, cyclists find themselves on busy, unprotected and poorly signposted routes. The TfGM 2040 
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strategy identifies fragmentation of cycle routes as a significant problem and acknowledges that 

reallocation of road space forms part of the answer. The accompanying 2040 Delivery Plan, however, 

does not currently specify a method for ensuring these measures are put in place in such a way as to 

inspire  action by different groups of stakeholders in the city. Research in to a bottom-up process of 

citizen participation could mobilise and co-ordinate diverse groups with different needs, such as 

students, young families, commuters and retired people, to make valuable inputs in to infrastructure 

design decisions from the very beginning of the process. This approach is informed by a belief that 

embodied local knowledge and daily experience of routes is very valuable and should be treated as 

equal to that of design professionals. This strategy would support the development firstly of a 

shared view of the opportunities that can be found in the Loop and secondly of changes in behaviour 

which will significantly contribute to more journeys being made by bike. This research, in 

consultation with stakeholders, would therefore aim to; 

• develop a set of recommendations to be implemented by diverse stakeholders  

• create a process which would serve as fertile ground for further projects to emerge and 

funding bids to be made 

• support development of such new projects  

• have an ongoing positive influence on cycling habits of the citizens of Manchester 
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Appendix A – head count data 

Graph showing use of Fallowfield Loop at St Werburgh’s Road entrance, 12.10.16, between 08.00 hrs 

and 09.00 hrs 

 

 

Graph showing proportion of use by different cyclists on Fallowfield Loop at St Werburgh’s Road 

entrance, 12.10.16, between 08.00 hrs and 09.00 hrs 
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Appendix B – interviews 

Man A, interviewed 13.10.2016 

“The second 77th Whalley Range cub group did the cycling badge on the Fallowfield Loop down to 

Chorlton water park and back and did the running badge on the Fallowfield Loop because it was very 

safe but it’s also the space where my son got mugged on his bike by a group of lads...there’s an issue 

I think that its near things but it’s also very difficult it’s also far from things its really badly lit the 

entrances and exits off it are poor... he was on his way back from school so it was broad daylight and 

there was also things in the paper recently about guys being bundled off and having their stuff 

nicked so as an amenity it works reasonably well, I wouldn’t say brilliantly, its adequate, it’s very 

much done on minimum costs as the strategy, now if it was a serious piece of infrastructure it would 

have lighting it would have better ingress and exit points and so on and I think there are 

opportunities to do something connecting in to schools adjacent to the route and so on... it’s got 

potential...I used it every single day for three years because I lived in Chorlton and [son’s name] was 

at school at MGS and we used to ride in together ... it was the crime aspect actually, when its more 

dangerous to use an allegedly safer mode  of movement then you don’t use that mode any more...it 

was really horrible...we don’t use it anymore because it’s not safe.” 

 

Man B, interviewed 13.10.16 

Man B - I travel from Chorlton so the St Werburgh’s Road entrance to the Fallowfield Loop to east 

Manchester...which is just over eight miles...95% of my journey on the Fallowfield loop...I do that 

journey four days a week...the times that I travel are normally about half past seven in the morning 

so I get in just after eight and about five in the evening so I get in just after half past five 

Int – so why do you do it? 

Man B – it takes just as long in the car...so those six miles in the car take as long to drive as eight 

miles on the bike so obviously there’s a time element there’s a fitness element there’s an 

enjoyability element so of course its very therapeutic to ride and that’s it there are no downsides to 

riding at all 

Int – how long have you been doing it? 

Man B – two months 

Int  – what sparked it? 

Man B – having colleagues that use the Fallowfield Loop... it was confusing trying to find out where 

to get on and where to get off originally so I basically just did a big bike ride to discover my way from 

work to the loop but we were introduced to Sustrans at work who just basically said here’s your start 

point here’s your end point and actually mapped a route for you so we were introduced to that 

website...and the cycle to work scheme came in where you can borrow or buy bikes through college 

which is a very fair way of buying a bike 

Int  – do you have any concerns about safety? 
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Man B – They’ve opened the barriers to allow free movement of bikes which means every now and 

again you come across a motorbike...once every fortnight maybe...travelling at twenty or thirty miles 

an hour...nothing other than that...I’ve not had any trouble 

Int  – Would you want your son to ride to school when he starts high school next year? 

Man B – Not particularly, no. I don’t think the roads round south Manchester are wide enough to 

accommodate the cycle paths that are there...so the cycle paths that are there the drivers drive on 

effectively so I don’t think it would be wise to have an eleven year old on a bike on the main roads 

Int  – so if he were to go to a school just off the Fallowfield Loop, would you want him to ride to 

school on the Loop? 

Man B – Yes I think so definitely so its a question of being away from the main roads that are not 

suitable as things stand 

 

Woman A, interviewed 21.10.16 

Int – Why might you consider cycling to work? 

Woman A – Because I’ve got a new place of work that is not actually very far from where I live and I 

started thinking because I thought about walking because its nit that far and I was thinking I could 

probably walk there in about 45 minutes which led me to thinking if I was on a bike it would 

probably be half the time and the reason id stared thin king about the walking was because there’s 

one bus that gets me to work and by way of example the other night I was waiting 20 minutes for a 

bus and then two turned up at once which makes you think about alternatives...it would save me 

time...the bus is four pound a go so I know you have to pay for a bike but...being in control of the 

time so I’m not beholden to the number 85,...the thing that’s putting me off doing it is that I haven’t 

ridden a bike on a road since I was at university and the interim has been spent living in big cities and 

I think I’m a bit nervous about the safety of cycling in a big city so that’s the thing I think I’m going to 

have to overcome 

Int – any plans for how you might do that? 

Woman A - I think what I will do is start having a look to see if there’s cycle lanes on the route I need 

to go on and whether they are observed or not um and whether there’s a back road and also look at 

how much it would cost to get a bike 

 

Woman B, interviewed 25.10.16 

Woman B- I cycle for sort of health reasons...I can get away with eating lots of crisps if I’m cycling 18 

miles to work every day..I do it so I don’t have to pay for two cars...it’s a very good stress reliever to 

be honest it’s my happiest time of day I get to listen to my audio books and it just a way to actually 

make use of what would be dead time 

Int - are there any negatives to using the Loop? 
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Woman B - at the moment its very dark and I do get a bit scared sometimes when ...particularly last 

year when they didn’t have the gates open and you had to slow down to go through the little gates I 

always felt when I got to one that was an opportunity for someone to jump out and steal my bike 

especially as there was those reports over the summer of cyclists being knocked off their bikes and 

having stuff stolen to the point now that I leave my hard drive at work I don’t take it home cos I can 

replace everything else but I couldn’t replace my hard drive... the barriers being open really helped it 

would help with some lighting down there some bits are absolutely pitch black and even when 

you’ve got your bike lights on its a bit scary especially at this time of year... 

Int - from the female perspective why do you think so few women use the loop? 

Woman B - I’m not entirely sure if it’s using the loop or if it’s just cycling in general I can understand 

why it would be a bit of a faff to take separate clothes and things in to work every day and get ready 

luckily we’ve got the facilities here to allow us to store clothes and do our hair and all that sort of 

stuff I think that makes it easier... I definitely think the absence of lighting would put lots of women 

off that’s the one thing that affects me the most ... I’ve started going down the road on the way 

home instead of the Loop...I’d also like to see repair stations along the Loop for people who get 

puncture and stuff... it wouldn’t take much to have a few puncture repair things... 

 

Woman C, interviewed 26.10.16 

Woman C –  I live in Sale so about a ten minute cycle ride from Sale water park and then I follow the 

Fallowfield Loop mainly right in to Connell college so its cycle lane for the vast majority of the 

journey I do it for a variety of reasons one is I’ve got no time to do any exercise outside of the 

commute so if I didn’t cycle the commute I wouldn’t be doing any exercise because I’ve got young 

kids and also I don’t particularly like driving in Manchester so the alternative would be the tram so 

it’s a healthier cheaper more reliable alternative...initially I didn’t like the part of the route to get on 

the cycle way but I’ve got used to that now ...on the occasion the weather when its wet and there 

are a lot of leaves...once you’ve got used to that and got the necessary wet weather gear there are 

no negatives 

Why I was concerned about cycling to work... Initially it was working out what the route was...I 

didn’t like the idea of getting there with the traffic at busy times...it never particularly  concerned me 

cycling on my own on the route as a female ..but I suppose really it helped me a lot because my 

husband cycles the same way so it meant I could just follow him for a few days, get confident with 

the route and not faff around trying to work out where i was going where I would get lost the best 

route in ...I already had a bike so that wasn’t an issue... so really it was working out the route and 

having the confidence to get back on my bike on busy roads...I think more and more people are 

cycling there are even in that part where I’m cycling to get on the main cycle route there are cycle 

lanes  but elements of those cycle lanes are used for parking so it means your weaving in and out of 

the cycle lane so that’s slightly problematic when you’re getting used to cycling on the road again 

but generally it’s a great route other than promoting it I can’t really think of what would prevent 

people from using it 

 

 


